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Take the work out of your job search
Look for Web ID Ads and
find your next job quickly
and easily online. Just
enter the code into the
Web ID search box at:
www.herald.com/careerbuilder

www.herald.com/careerbuilder

School blues

Fever pitch

Happy face

round the time when students start heading back to school, it’s
common for those who are working to feel a lack of
inspiration. To counter that, Judith Orloff, author of
“Positive Energy: 10 Extraordinary Prescriptions for
Transforming Fatigue, Stress & Fear into Vibrance,
Strength & Love” (Harmony, $24), says to identify
workplace relationships that bring you down, and take action to
correct them. “Instead of stewing in job discontent, present new
project ideas and explore options with your boss,” she says.

ow often do you call your boss complaining of a stomachache or
bad cold — even though you feel just fine? According to a recent
survey by Hudson Employment Index, nearly one
in three U.S. workers admits to taking a sick day
when they are not truly sick. Of those, nearly half
choose to do so because they need a break and 22
percent do it to take care of an ill family member.
Those most likely to fake sickness were workers aged 18 to 29 and
those making under $20,000 a year.
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Don’t let office politics ruin your career

R

Ford advises employees to simply be pleasant, don’t
speak negatively about anyone, and, of course, produce
high-quality work. By choosing more interesting things
to talk about, you are less likely to get caught up in the
“political spin,” she says.

MOVING FORWARD
oving ahead in your career is difficult enough
let alone dealing with workplace politics to
boot. Here are five tips for moving forward in
your career without alienating those around you:
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When considering a job offer,
be wise about the financial
benefits, but don’t overplay the
monetary importance.

“If people knew just
how easy it is to stand
out in the ‘no office
politics’ crowd, they
would gag.”
— Lynda Ford

1. Less is more. Debbie Mandel, radio host and
author of “Turn On Your Inner Light: Fitness for
Mind, Body and Soul” (Busy Bee Group,
$14.95) advises workers to offer your opinions
to others without being too overbearing.

2. Give credit. While many projects at work are
team efforts, it’s important to address your
co-workers’ strengths and appreciate their
contributions, she says.

Retirement
contributions
defined
It’s beneficial
to know your
benefits
mong the many benefits of regularly
contributing to a retirement fund,
getting a tax break is a definite perk. To
be eligible for tax benefits, you have to
partake in a qualified contribution plan,
which includes the following:
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1. Defined Benefit Plan: This is a
formula-based plan that is most
commonly seen in the form of a pension
plan, explains Jason Schryver,
commercial underwriter for Charter One
Bank in Chicago. “The employer
typically makes defined payments based
on some combination of years of
employment, age and wages earned,” he
says. “When it is time for the employee
to realize the value of these
contributions, the ultimate amount is
known or defined.”

3. Never stop learning. “Make learning a top
priority,” explains Mandel. “Don’t be
overly concerned with performance –
show how you learn from your
mistakes and assume
responsibility.”
4. Hone your skills. Becoming
an authority on a
par ticular aspect of work
allows you to develop
into the go-to person for
that par ticular topic.
Contribute to your retirement
benefits now so you have
money to retire at the right time.

5. Give respect and be positive.
“People gravitate to positive
people,” says Mandel. “When
you are criticized, don’t get
defensive.”

Cashing in

Young workers — income isn’t
only way to measure success

ure, you want to earn a fair salary, but if that’s all you’re
interested in — and it comes across to those
considering hiring you — you may be in for an
extended job search.
“If anybody, teenager or adult, makes the point
that it’s only the money that they are interested
in, that turns off a potential employer,” says
Peter Handal, president and CEO of Dale
Carnegie Training. The recently released book
by Dale Carnegie and Associates, Inc., “How to
win Friends and Influence People for Teen Girls”
(Simon & Schuster, $14), teaches its audience points in the art of
persuasion.
When framed within the text of their interests and life goals, a
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Want to expand the
opportunities for
getting a job? Place an
ad in our print section
inside, which reaches
1.2 MILLION readers
and employers each
Sunday, by calling 866860-6000 or visit
www.herald.com/
careerbuilder.

ale Carnegie Training for Young Adults, offered in Southern
California, offers youths the same skills as the adult-training
courses, which are based on the principles self-help mogul
Dale Carnegie coined in the 1930’s. “We teach people to do
things as simple as smile,” says Peter Handal, president and
CEO of Dale Carnegie Training. “When you first meet
somebody, if you smile, that sets them in the right mood. Then,
if you have good eye contact and if you turn off your cell
phone, these are important to making a good first impression.”

Backstabbed? Unite!
umors, lies and even backstabbing are all
common elements of workplace politics. So what
can you do to avoid getting caught in the
crossfire? According to Gerald Groe, adjunct
professor of organizational design, development
and change at the University of Tampa, office politics
will happen whether you like it or not. The trick is
learning how to maneuver around such a common office
problem.
“If you’re very senior level, I suggest you think like
the CEO; if you’re fairly senior level, then think like the
department head,” explains Groe, who is also the author
of “Was Your Boss Raised By Wolves? Surviving the
Organizational Food Chain” (Career Press, $14.99).
“Basically, [it’s about] stepping back, looking at the big
picture, and trying to understand things from a higher
perspective.”
Groe says that by putting yourself in the position of
your superior, you are more likely to recognize what
issues they are dealing with, which could come in handy
if you are trying to get ahead in your career.
“Try to understand what’s going on, then position
yourself accordingly,” he says. “I don’t mean that you
need to be a suck up, but do try to understand their
perspective on things. That will help you deal with them
better on a one on one basis, as well as deal with the
decisions that are making the office politics that may be
swirling around you as well.”
While it is sometimes difficult to stay a safe distance
away from politics in the office while maintaining
friendships with co-workers, some experts believe that
by disassociating yourself with rumors and other forms
of gossip, you immediately set yourself apart from the
crowd.
“If people knew just how easy it is to stand out in the
‘no office politics’ crowd, they would gag,” explains
Lynda Ford, president of the Ford Group, a human
resources consulting, training and development
company based in Rome, N.Y. “It’s the person who
actually comes in, is pleasant and produces work that
moves ahead with both co-workers and bosses. In fact,
slipping into the office politics abyss is exactly what
prevents people from being successful at work.”

Classified Solutions:

mention of saving for college can be seen as admirable.
According to Handal, we’re all motivated by money, but it must
be well placed in the conversation.
“Don’t avoid saying you’re saving for
college,” says Peggy Klaus, author of
“Brag! How to Toot Your own Horn
Without Blowing It” (Warner Books,
$13.95). “But it’s more interesting to say
something beyond that. Like you really want
to learn about the film industry. Then by the
time you’re 18 you can say, ‘Wow, I’ve been
working for George Lucas for two years.’
Really be strategic.”
— Maria Raynes

2. Defined Contribution Plan: “A
common defined contribution plan is a
401(k), where the contributions made by
the employee are set in advance,”
explains Schryver. “For example, four
percent of pre-tax income. The final
benefit to be paid at retirement is not
known, due to value fluctuations based
on the employee’s investment choices.”
IRAs — both traditional and Roth —
are other common defined contribution
plans. Traditional IRA contributions are
tax deductible, and the mandatory
withdrawal age is 79. Taxes are paid on
earnings in the account when
withdrawals are made, meaning they
grow tax-free while in the account, says
Schryver.
Roth IRA contributions are not tax
deductible and do not have a mandatory
withdrawal age. All principle and
earnings are one hundred percent taxfree when distributed because
contributions come from post-tax dollars
and taxes paid upfront.
“The ability to contribute to a
retirement plan on a pre-tax basis is
significant,” explains Schryver.
— Lisa Radke
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